Livers Named To Head Pennsylvania Triangle; Lightman Elected M.E.

Editors Named At 1957 Banquet

Stephen S. Livers, a junior in Civil Engineering, was named editor-in-chief of the Pennsylvania Triangle, the magazine of the Philadelphia Alumni Chapter of the Triangle. The magazine is published annually by the Triangle. The magazine is published annually by the Triangle. The magazine is published annually by the Triangle.

News Briefly

Pennsylvania Triangle; Jewell Dinner in Museum

Livers, a member of the Board of Directors of the Triangle, served as managing editor of the magazine. Livers is a member of Sigma Tau Epsilon honorary engineering honor society and served as an ASME Secretary for the past year.

Health Benefits Increase in Fall

Additional coverage will be offered to in-patient patients under a new health plan for the University, Dr. Paul F. Schiro, director of the University's health insurance plan, has announced. This coverage will be offered to in-patient patients under the plan.

Thirsty

The University of the Pennsylvania Triangle; Jewell Dinner in Museum

Additional coverage will be offered to in-patient patients under a new health plan for the University, Dr. Paul F. Schiro, director of the University's health insurance plan, has announced. This coverage will be offered to in-patient patients under the plan.

Clipped Elected Trustee For Florida Alpha Alumni

Joe G. W. "E. Al Lightman, president of the Florida Alpha Alumni Society, has been elected trustee for Florida Alpha Alumni Society. The business details of the plan will be held by the Florida Alpha Alumni Society.

Trustees Will Address Seniors At Farewell Dinner in Museum

Members of the University Board of Trustees and the administration will address the members of the Class of 1957 at the senior class farewell dinner, which will be held at the University Museum on May 18.

Franklin Society Elects
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Miss Posner Named New Editor Of Pennsylvania Literary Review

Miss Elsie Posner, a junior in English for Women, has been selected editor of the Pennsylvania Literary Review, one of the striking improvements of the year. She is a member of the Franklin Society.

Franklin Society Elects

Ten Are Named to Board of Governors

Alexander E. Lichtendorf, a junior in the Wharton School, was appointed to the Board of Governors meeting Thursday night. It was announced that the new members-to-be are Arthur Rosenthal, who will be vice-president, and Michael Alexander, who will serve as secretary.

The Franklin Society is the governing body for all student publications. Represented in its three associations are the Daily Pennsylvania, The Pennsylvania Literary Review, and The Record. The newsletter of the Franklin Society, which is published twice weekly, is distributed to all members of the Society. The Franklin Society is a member of the American Society of College Publications.

Lichtendorf is features editor of The Pennsylvania Literary Review and also directs the annuals of The Pennsylvania Literary Review. A junior in the Wharton School of Mechanical Engineering, Lichtendorf is editor-in-chief of The Pennsylvania Literary Review. He was elected to the Board of Governors by the Franklin Society in 1957. He is a member of the American Society of College Publications.

Also serving on Board

Lichtendorf, a junior in the College of Arts and Sciences, was elected to the Board of Governors by the Franklin Society.
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Fraternity Is Placed On Social Probation

The University Committee on Fraternity Standards has placed a fraternity on social probation for violation of regulations governing pledge trips. The probation period will begin in September and last until December 1957.

Kite & Key Meets Today

There will be a daily and a Friday meeting of the Kite & Key Society.

Miss Mackenzie Is Selected Queen of Engineers Weekend

Miss Mackenzie was selected queen of Engineers Weekend. She will be accompanied by Miss Sandi Schleicher.
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Band, Beaver Glee To Perform Friday

The University Band and the Beaver Glee Club will present their annual spring concert, "In Revival," in Irvine Auditorium today. The program will include selections from the band, and the Beaver Glee Club will present "Onward To Persia."
**The Gilded Cage**

by Michael J. Hoffman

Philadelphia at night is many things. To most people it is a city of excitement, offering at its best in restaurants, movies, bars, and dancing clubs a snapshot of a few hours of life enjoyment after work or during breaks in a day's work. To others, it is a city of night. At night the streets turn dark, and the streets1 remain dark. It was on one of these nights that the Gilders decided they would begin their search for the Gilded Cage.

They will find five to six clubs—five, at least, of which they made certain that they were the real thing. It was a place that they could enter, and in which they could walk in on their own and without being noticed. These were the clubs that they would frequent. These were the clubs that they would frequent, and in which they would find the Gilded Cage.

"I've been there before," said Kate. "I've been there before, and I don't want to go too late at night."

"I don't want to go too late at night," said John. "I don't want to go too late at night."}

When they had had their fill of the entrance, they went on to the next part of the search. They walked to the Gilded Cage.

"The Gilded Cage is a great place," said John. "The Gilded Cage is a great place."
Netmen Defeat Cornell, 7-2, Sweeping Singles

The Penn men's tennis team defeated Cornell, 7-2, in the Ivy League Championship. The match took place at the University of Pennsylvania's Brown Stadium.

Penn's singles matches included wins by John Mangan, Ralph Levitan, and Tom Winer. In doubles, the team of Mangan and Levitan defeated the Cornell doubles team.

Mangan won his singles match 6-0, 6-0, while Levitan won 6-0, 6-2. Winer also won his singles match, 6-2, 6-0.

The Penn men's tennis team will now move on to the NCAA Championships, where they hope to continue their winning streak.

Penn Linksman Engage LaSalle This Afternoon

Pennsylvania's Linksman, a varsity team, will play LaSalle College today at the Franklin Country Club.

The Linksmen are expected to face tough competition from LaSalle's varsity team. The Linksman have been practicing hard for this match and are confident in their chances of winning.

 dernie and Winer have been consistently winning matches and are expected to lead the team to victory.

Quakers Meet Wildcats in Return Baseball Tilt

The Quakers, currently ranked 2nd in the Big Three, will face off against the Wildcats in a return baseball tilt. The game will take place at the Quaker Field and is expected to be a close match.

Scheduling conflicts have caused the match to be moved from its original date. The Quakers hope to take advantage of the situation and secure a win.

In the men's tennis match, Penn defeated Cornell, 7-2, in a close match. The Penn men's tennis team is currently ranked 9th in the Big Three and is expected to continue their winning streak.

Business and pleasure do mix...

ROBERT M. WENTORF, JR., Ph.D., U.P.I., 1958

"Until I joined General Electric's Research Laboratory in 1951, I never realized how much my education could be put to such practical use. The job involves research in physical chemistry — the investigation of new ideas and the development of new and better products people can use. In a company like this, I have the freedom to pursue my own interests and develop new ideas. In return, I am able to contribute to the advancement of technology and science."

A physical chemist at General Electric, Dr. Robert Wentorf has contributed to the development of new materials and technologies. His work has led to advancements in industry and science.

Men on the go for Jockey underwear

Men's underwear is a necessity, and Jockey has been a leader in the industry for decades. Jockey underwear is designed to provide comfort and functionality in a variety of occasions.

Jockey underwear is made with high-quality materials and innovative designs to ensure lasting comfort and durability. With Jockey, men can confidently wear and enjoy their underwear in any situation.

"I've been a Jockey customer for years, and their underwear never fails to impress. The fabric is soft and breathable, and the designs are stylish and functional. Jockey is the go-to brand for me and I'm sure it will be for many others as well."

One of the advantages of Jockey underwear is its ability to fit and flatter all body types. Jockey offers a wide range of sizes and styles to accommodate a variety of preferences and needs.

ROBERT H. WENTORF, JR., Ph.D., U.P.I., 1958

"Men have always been passionate about finding the perfect pair of underwear. Jockey has been delivering on this promise for years, and they continue to innovate and improve their products to meet the changing needs of men."
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Bryn Mawr Girls Attempt Reprisal On Haverford

by Balthas. A. Jones

A attempted penalize "wells" in Haverford by 16 Bryn Mawr students Thursday afternoon. Attempting to breach the gates of the campus as they tried to avoid a parking lot and fire alarm, 16 Bryn Mawr students were jolted to their feet.

The students were caught off guard when the Haverford campus gates were closed to them, and the group became the focus of the campus. They were ordered off the campus by a Haverford student body, however.

The girls made several telephone calls to friends of theirs at Haverford. Firemen were sent out to get the girls and take them to the Haverford's campus gates.

The boys dropped the girls off at a parking lot and left them alone to formulate their plans. They found an empty area nearby where they spent their time waiting to make their move.

Bald Started at 11:45

They started their raid at 11:45 A.M. After they spent only a few minutes being the true of the girls' group, students from John Hall, a Haverford dormitory, discovered them. They put up a battle for the others to help them stop the raid.

About 100 attended the surprise attack against the girls. As quickly as they could, the girls left campus. After two minutes of this version of the Chinese Water Torture, the Bryn Mawr girls had had enough.

Demand in Brinas Field

Dressed in Serenades shorts, and dripping wet, most of the girls were taken back to their campus in a Picks-up truck. A few of the girls, however, herded blue jeans on which became a symbol and took over the events with some Haverford boys.

Thailand Night

Presented by IH

The event was presented at International House Saturday evening. A large audience welcomed the selections followed by special re-presentations. After the exhibition, the executive director of IH, permanent resident of the United States, Bryn Mawr adorned. He was the only person who attended the event.

The show was continued with movies, slides, dances and a special talk on Thailand. This show is one of many nation-wide presentations which are given throughout the year by the International House. Their purpose is to inform Americans about the Orient in a way that will be... come less acquainted with the cultures.

There will be an admission charge of $1.00.

Classified Ads

APARTMENT FOR RENT

1500 N. Wilder St.--2nd FLr.

Single Skull for Sale--Good

SUMMER FOR RENT

Hotel 2400-2nd FLr.

NIXON

16th & Market Sts.--78-626

Central MimeoGRAPHING

Advertising

Mimeographing--4th Printing

24 hour service

WE STUDIES FOR YOUR ADE

1200 N. Broad St.--2nd Floor

STEVENS 4-7456

IF YOU YEARN FOR WORLD-WIDE TRAVEL... and are capable of executive responsibility...the U.S. Air Force has a challenging and rewarding job for you

There are few other jobs open to you in a woman of executive ability that offer the opportunity for responsibility, worldwide travel and adventure, than as an officer in the U.S. Air Force. Now, for the first time in years, the Air Force offers direct commissions to those women qualified. If you make the grade, you will embark on a career that fits in ideally with your talents. You'll have a chance to serve yourself while you serve your country well. Investigate your chances for a direct commission in the U.S. Air Force today.

MAIL THE COUPON NOW FOR FULL INFORMATION ON YOUR OPPORTUNITIES FOR A DIRECT COMMISSION.

WAF, P.O. Box 2288, Wright-Patterson AFB, Oho

Please send me information on any opportunities for a direct commission as a WAF officer in the U.S. Air Force.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE:

COLLEGE:

DEGREE:

MAJOR SUBJECT:

WINSTON

wins the cheers for flavor!

Make friends with WINSTON! WINSTON

wins the cheers for flavor!

WHAT'S ALL THE SHOUTING ABOUT? WINSTON FLAVOR IT'S RICH, BOLD -- THE WAY YOU WANT IT WHAT'S MORE, THE EXCLUSIVE WINSTON FILTER DOES ITS JOB SO WELL THE FLAVOR REALLY COMES THROUGH, SO YOU CAN ENJOY IT. FOR FEVER FILTER SMOKING, SWITCH TO WINSTON.

Switch to WINSTON America's best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette!

[Advertisement for Winston cigarettes]